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700 Neuro-connections are developing per second  in  

preschool children before 6 years of age. 
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China takes education seriously.  They understand that 

preschool is crucial in a child’s mental development. 
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Fareed Zakaria GPS, American TV Show , CNN 
Journalist and author Fareed Zakaria hosts this 
in-depth look at the major global developments of  
the week (the title's "GPS" stands for "Global 
Public Square"), with an emphasis on new ideas 
and innovative solutions to the world's toughest 
problems. (He hosted this information on 1/8/15). 

 
 (To research more on the above statistics, you can visit CNN/Perry PreschoolProject and watch his 

video). 

At The Children’s Spot, we take education seriously.  As the Owner/Director, I want to give every 

child a strong foundation for a Christian education.  My staff understands the importance of manners 

and morals.  They understand the need for love and nurture for each child and to meet their needs.  We 

are great role models and let the children think “outside of the box”.  We know the importance of being 

Early Childhood Educators. 

Our greatest achievement is the development of our engaging curriculum that has three 

components.  Our base curriculum is Abeka.  It is Christian education and explains the “whys” of our 

world.  We read our Bible stories and have discussions, recite our verses, love to sing and make beautiful 

noise to the Lord, say our prayers, and understand to be strong and live with faith.  This makes a happy 

and secure child.  Secondly, from Infants to Schoolers, The Children’s Spot incorporates Frog Street Press 

Curriculum into our daily studies.  This is where the brain stimulation begins and never ends!  Infants are 

stimulated, loved, and nurtured.  Our daily work starts withToddlers through preschoolers with letters, 
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colors, numbers, and shapes; that graduate to Literature, Science, Math, Spanish & Sign Language 

Classes, field trips and the messiest but most delicious, our Cooking Classes.  Physical fitness, outside 

and inside, is encouraged with Zumba and Yoga Classes, Stretch-N-Grow  Classes, swimming in our pool, 

as well as team building sports like sand volleyball, kick ball, T-ball, and shaving cream fights!  We 

incorporate math, vocabulary, hands-on learning and FUN so our children want to learn and understand 

the concepts being taught.  The last component to our successful curriculum is our Themes Curriculum.  

We learn to take care of our minds and body, but to always appreciate ourselves and our friends.  We 

visit areas like “Camping”, “Our Bodies”, “Ocean Life”, “Zoo Animals” and more!  Themes Curriculum is 

devoted to fun and family.  Our curriculum supports the left and right brain development.  Social skills 

are a very important part of daily work.  I am very proud of the results of our studies and devotion to 

this curriculum.  The results show in our children.  They have self-esteem, knowledge, love of life and 

family, and respect for others.   

Preschool  studies  like the Perry testing conclude the importance of childcare for our youth.  

Start your own study and determine how important it is to educate your child.  Your child begins 

learning at birth through brain stimulation.  Substantial brain growth soars through age three.  Your 

child’s personality is being created by age four.  From ages four to age eight, we have made their brain 

neuro-connections almost complete.  WOW!  This is so important to understand.  This is literallly, BRAIN 

SCIENCE. 

To educate a child is a life changing event.  As Early Childhood Educators,  we are trained to be a 

support system for the family and their child.  We encourage parents to devote their lives to their child.   

Our staff  marvel at children’s  development.  We cry when they succeed after several failed attempts. 

We clap and yell “Hoorah!” when their little body cooperates with potty training.  We pray that as each 

teacher has blessed them, that we have given them fond memories of their childhood.  At The Children’s 

Spot we are dedicated .  We love what we do best and it shows.  I have been blessed with a wonderful 

staff.  Our staff is devoted to children and their growth.  We have prepared our children for their next 

stage of education. The results are amazing.   Most of all, we love to lift them up so their wings can fly 

them soley into their wonderful  life that awaits them.   

 

Debbie A.Nicholls 

The Children’s  Spot, (817) 473-0441 

1222 E. Debbie Lane, Mansfield, TX  76063 

info@childrensspot.net, www.childrensspot.net 

“Where learning never ends”! 
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